
Dear customer 

Brexit preparedness 

Jeaton is receiving an increasing number of enquiries from customers, many of whom have 
developed feedback forms, each requesng differing levels of detail. 
With more than 15,000 cuWith more than 15,000 customers, we are not able to respond to such requests on an 
individual basis. We are analysing the requests we receive and will update this site with 
answers to the most frequently asked quesons. 
In most cases, it will not be possible to provide definive responses unl the UK Government 
has concluded its discussions with the European Union. 

Thank you for your understanding. 

Jeaton Ltd 

LaLast updated: 23 August 2018 

We are reviewing the Government’s ‘technical noces’ as they are published and will be 
updang these FAQs, as appropriate, over the coming days and weeks. 

Q1 Will Jeaton pass on any addional cost from dues and tariffs as price increases to its 
customers? 
As with all cost increases, Jeaton will seek to minimise the impact on our customers. 

Q2 Will lead mes increase as a result of Brexit? 
AAny addional customs processes required at UK borders would, inevitably, affect the transit 
me for goods into and out of the UK. The Jeaton supply chain organisaon is working to 
ensure we minimise any impacts on our customers. 

Q3 Can Jeaton guarantee that the products customers currently buy will sll be available to 
purchase in the UK aer Brexit? 
Jeaton is constantly reviewing and adjusng its porolio; however, there are no plans to make 
any porolio changes as a direct result of the Brexit process.

Q4 Can JeaQ4 Can Jeaton guarantee that the products currently sold in the UK will meet any new UK 
regulaons aer Brexit? 
Jeaton has a very strong commitment to compliance and would not release any products onto 
the market unless they fully complied with all relevant legislaon. 



Q5 Is Jeaton stockpiling inventory ahead of 29 March 2019 in order to ensure connuity of 
supply? 
The Jeaton supply chain organisaon will work to have sufficient product available to meet 
our customers' needs. 

Q6 Will Jeaton pay for any addional tesng that is needed for products to meet any new UK 
regulaons, following Brexit? 
JeaJeaton will ensure that all products are tested and compliant with any new UK regulaons 
before being sold in the UK. 

Q7 Will Jeaton's customers in the Republic of Ireland face delays and price increases aer 
Brexit, should their goods pass through the UK? 
The Jeaton supply chain organisaon is closely monitoring the situaon and exploring a 
number of possible opons for supply to the Republic of Ireland, in order to minimise any 
potenal impact on customers. 

Q8 If nQ8 If new UK regulaons aer Brexit require different packaging, will Jeaton commit to 
connued supply of the products affected? 
Jeaton will ensure that all products comply with any new packaging requirements before 
being sold in the UK. Jeaton is constantly reviewing and adjusng its porolio, but there are no 
plans to make any porolio changes as a direct result of the Brexit process. 

Q9 If freight costs go up aer Brexit, would this mean a price rise for customers? 
JeaJeaton operates within a compe ve environment and will always work to minimise costs and, 
wherever possible, limit the impact on customers through price increases. 

Q10 If Sterling falls significantly against the US Dollar and/or the Euro aer Brexit, would this 
affect Jeaton's pricing to UK customers? 
Jeaton operates within a compe ve environment, so will always work to minimise costs and, 
wherever possible, limit the impact on customers through price increases. 

Q11 Can JeaQ11 Can Jeaton guarantee that Brexit will not affect prices and lead mes for UK and Irish 
customers? 
The Jeaton supply chain organisaon is closely monitoring the situaon and exploring a 
number of possible opons for supply to the Republic of Ireland to minimise any potenal 
impact on customers. 

Q12 Is Jeaton ready for a 'hard' Brexit? 
JeaJeaton is closely monitoring the negoaons and has established a Brexit team that is 
responsible for ensuring the organisaon is prepared for all scenarios. 

Q13 Could Brexit have a negave impact on Jeaton's service levels to customers? 
Jeaton constantly strives to provide the highest possible service levels for its customers. Brexit 
will not change this. 


